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In this supplementary material, we provide additional
details about:
• Video (with audio) for qualitative illustration of our pre-

text task and qualitative evaluation of our model on the
downstream tasks (Sec. 1), as noted in Sec. 4.3 in main.

• Spatial audio denoising results with varying noise levels
(Sec. 2), as mentioned in Sec. 4.2 in main

• Evaluation of the impact of the channel masking probabil-
ity r (from Sec. 3.3 and 3.4 in main) in our audio masking
protocol (Sec. 3)

• Analysis of the effect of alternate audio masking choices
(Sec. 4), as referenced in Sec. 4.2 in main

• Study of the effect of multi-level positional embeddings
(Sec. 5), as noted in Sec. 4.2 in main

• Analysis of the effect of task-specific backbones (Sec. 6),
as mentioned in Sec. 4.2 in main

• Comparison of model capacity and computational cost
among different pretraining methods (Sec. 7), as noted in
Sec. 4.2 in main

• Qualitative analysis of the visual attention maps for left
and right audio channels separately (Sec. 8), as referenced
in Sec. 4.3 in main

• Analysis of the impact of our finetuning strategy (Sec. 9),
as noted after Sec. 4.2 in main

• Evaluation of the impact of our model parameter initial-
ization on the downstream performance (Sec. 10)

• Additional dataset details (Sec. 11), as mentioned in Sec. 4
in main

• Additional model architecture and hyperparameter details
for both self-supervised pretraining and downstream train-
ing (Sec. 12), as referenced in Sec. 3.4 in main

1. Supplementary video
The supplementary video provides a qualitative illustration
of our pretraining task for learning spatial features from
audio-visual correspondence in egocentric videos, and our
proposed approach. Moreover, we provide video samples
from the both EgoCom [14] and EasyCom [2] datasets to il-
lustrate the unique challenges posed by the egocentric videos.
Additionally, we demonstrate our model’s prediction quality
for both active speaker detection and spatial audio denois-

ing, and analyze common failure models for our model on
both tasks. Please use headphones to hear the binaural audio
correctly. The video is available on http://vision.cs.
utexas.edu/projects/ego_av_corr.

2. Denoising with varying noise levels
In table 2 in main, we evaluated denoising with 0 dB noise.
Here, we analyze the effect of varying the noise level. Table 1
reports the results with 2.5 dB and 5 dB noise. We observe
general similarity in performance trends across all noise
levels. Whereas our model outperforms the baselines in the
high-noise settings (0 and 2.5 dB), using 2.5D-VS [4]++
improves the separation quality for 5 dB, underlining that
our features are especially important for tackling the more
challenging high-noise settings.

3. Channel masking probability r

Here, we analyze the effect of the channel masking prob-
ability r in our audio masking protocol (Sec. 3.3 in main)
on the downstream task performance. Table 2 reports the
active speaker detection (ASD) results on the more chal-
lenging EgoCom [14] dataset, and table 3 reports the de-
noising results for different noise levels. We notice that the
performance on both ASD and denoising, especially at the
higher noise levels, declines upon increasing or decreasing
the value of r from our choice of 20 % based on the down-
stream validation performance (Sec. 3.4 in main), which
helps our model achieve a fine balance between the two
complementary strategies of masking a complete channel
and randomly masking audio tokens. Whereas randomly
masking a channel of the binaural audio entails solving the
more under-constrained and consequently complex binaural-
ization task, thereby helping our model learn stronger spatial
associations between vision and audio, randomly masking
audio tokens helps with improving training stability.

4. Alternate audio masking choices
Here, we evaluate alternate masking choices, namely time,
frequency, and time-frequency masking, in place of ran-
domly masking audio patches as part of our proposed mask-
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2.5 dB 5 dB
Model SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓

No pretraining
U-Net w/o vision 1.91 5.32 2.02 3.04
U-Net 2.04 4.72 2.05 2.85
U-Net w/ ImageNet features 2.04 4.66 2.24 2.74

Alternate pretraining methods
U-Net w/ TLR [19] features 1.70 5.40 2.00 2.77
U-Net w/ 2.5D-VS [4] features 1.81 4.81 2.22 2.62
U-Net w/ 2.5D-VS [4]++ features 2.65 4.31 2.79 2.48
U-Net w/ SSR [16]++ features 2.25 4.63 2.21 2.80
U-Net w/ AV-MAE [5] features 2.46 4.60 2.14 2.93

Ours 2.72 4.22 2.46 2.70

Ours w/o pretraining 2.30 4.54 2.15 2.83
Ours w/ pretraining using monaural audio 2.58 4.38 2.31 2.81

Table 1. Audio denoising with U-Net [19] backbone for varying noise levels. All STFT distance measures use base 10−3.

TalkNet [17] SPELL [12]
r(%) Val Test Val Test

0 67.9 62.9 67.6 65.3
20 (Ours) 68.7 63.9 68.4 65.6
50 64.5 63.1 67.5 65.2
80 64.4 61.8 64.7 60.1
100 67.9 63.4 66.1 65.1

Table 2. Effect of r on the mean average precision (%) of our
model for active speaker detection with two different backbones
(TalkNet and SPELL).

ing strategy, in table 4 and 5. Our model outperforms the
versions with these alternatives, showing that random patch
masking when combined with channel dropping enables
learning more useful features in our setup. This happens
possibly because in random patch masking, dropping a full
frequency band or time segment is highly improbable thereby
allowing our model to extract useful information from the
unmasked regions of all frequency bands and time segments
of the audio spectrograms.

5. Multi-level positional embeddings
Here, we evaluate the impact of our multi-level positional
embeddings by comparing our model with the ablation where
positional embeddings are used only at the input level. See
table 6 for results on ASD and table 7 for results on denois-
ing with 0 dB noise. Our model improves over the ablation
on both tasks, showing that using multi-level positional em-
beddings is crucial for remembering the spatial layout of the
tokens at different stages in the model.

6. Task-specific backbones

Here, we study the impact of using task-specific backbones
on our model performance by evaluating two baselines, with
the same architecture but without task-specific backbones
(Ours w/o B)—one is learned from scratch and another is pre-
trained. See table 8 for results on ASD and table 9 for results
on denoising with 0 dB noise.Our pretraining scheme leads
to better performance than a from-scratch model even w/o
B (table 8 and table 9 top), and we get the best results when
we combine our features with task-specific backbones. This
shows that while our audio-visual features provide important
spatial cues to downstream models, they are not intended to
replace the face-specific features used in ASD or the mixed
audio features used in denoising.

7. Pretraining model capacity and computa-
tional cost

Here, we report the model capacity (parameter count) and
GFLOPs of all pretraining methods in table 10. Note
that both the parameter count and GFLOPs of all trans-
former [18]-based methods (2.5DVS [4]++, AV-MAE [5]
and SSR [16]++) are comparable to those of our model1,
re-emphasizing that our improvements in performance on
the downstream tasks are solely attributable to our better
model design.

8. Visual attention maps per audio channel
In Fig. 1, we show the attention maps of our model (similar
to Fig. 4 in main) separately for the left and right channels,
on the more challenging EgoCom [14] dataset. We notice
that our model uses the left channel to focus more on areas
to the left of scene image and vice-versa, indicating that our

1The parameter count and GFLOPs of AV-MAE are a bit lower owing
to its modality-inpainting architecture design, where the modality being
inpainted is dropped from the input, leading to a slightly smaller model.



0 dB 2.5 dB 5 dB
r(%) SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓

0 2.17 6.60 2.57 4.38 2.85 2.35
20 (Ours) 2.20 6.51 2.72 4.22 2.46 2.70
50 1.92 7.19 2.30 4.60 2.09 2.80
80 1.82 7.55 1.98 5.05 1.68 3.30
100 2.11 6.60 2.65 4.31 2.79 2.48

Table 3. Effect of r on our model performance for audio denoising.

TalkNet [17] SPELL [12]
EgoCom EasyCom EgoCom EasyCom

Model Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test

Ours w/ time masking 63.3 59.3 60.9 66.4 64.1 60.7 68.5 43.5
Ours w/ frequency masking 64.1 62.1 59.2 70.9 67.6 63.2 68.7 69.4
Ours w/ time-frequency masking 65.4 63.1 56.3 63.3 67.5 65.1 68.6 69.1
Ours 68.7 63.9 60.5 71.8 68.4 65.6 68.9 70.2

Table 4. ASD with our model when pretrained with other audio masking choices [9].

0 dB 2.5 dB 5 dB
Model SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓

Ours w/ time masking 1.82 7.41 1.98 4.88 2.07 2.80
Ours w/ frequency masking 2.05 7.04 2.33 4.85 2.25 2.79
Ours w/ time-frequency masking 1.91 7.12 2.14 5.15 1.81 3.13
Ours 2.20 6.51 2.72 4.22 2.46 2.70

Table 5. Denoising with our model when pretrained with other audio masking choices [9]. All STFT distance measures use base 10−3.

TalkNet SPELL
Model EgoCom EasyCom EgoCom EasyCom

Ours w/o multi-level PEs 59.2 70.2 60.4 65.6
Ours 63.9 71.8 65.6 70.2

Table 6. Effect of our multi-level positional embeddings on ASD.

Model SI-SDRi ↑ STFT (×10−3) ↓

Ours w/o multi-level PEs 1.30 7.88
Ours 2.20 6.51

Table 7. Effect of our multi-level positional embeddings on denois-
ing with 0dB noise.

model can reason about the spatial properties of the scene
using both audio and vision.

Further, to better portray the larger trend, we measure
the percentage of cases in our test set where the left audio
channel attends more towards patches on the left side of
the scene image, and the right channel attends more towards
patches on the right. This measure comes out to be 62.4% for
the left channel, and 57.2% for the right channel, showing

EgoCom EasyCom
Model TalkNet SPELL TalkNet SPELL

Ours w/o B (from-scratch) 61.1 62.0
Ours w/o B (pretrained) 63.1 65.7
Ours 63.9 65.6 71.8 70.2

Table 8. Effect of task-specific backbones (denoted using ‘B’) on
ASD.

Model SI-SDRi ↑ STFT (×10−3) ↓

Ours w/o B (from-scratch) 1.02 8.99
Ours w/o B (pretrained) 2.05 7.12
Ours 2.20 6.51

Table 9. Effect of task-specific backbones (denoted using ‘B’) on
denoising with 0dB noise.

that our model uses the left channel to focus more on areas to
the left of the scene image and vice-versa, across the whole
test set.



Model parameter # GFLOPs
Model ASD Denoising ASD Denoising

2.5D-VS [4] 61.2 18.2 79.5 33.2
TLR [19] 57.5 18.1 75.9 33.7
2.5D-VS [4]++ 180.9 75.3 174.0 90.2
AV-MAE [5] 178.6 74.1 171.6 87.5
SSR [16]++ 180.9 75.3 174.0 90.2
Ours 180.9 75.3 174.0 90.2

Table 10. Model parameter count (in millions) and GFLOPs of
different pretraining methods.

Scene image Attention map produced by 
left audio channel

Attention map produced by 
right audio channel

Figure 1. Heat maps for left and right audio channels, similar to
Fig. 4 in main. Interestingly, our model uses the left channel to
focus more on areas to the left of scene image and vice-versa.

9. Finetuning strategy
We mask audio tokens during finetuning primarily to re-
duce the computation overhead. Since our pretraining also
involves token masking, our model can learn strong audio-
visual features even when all audio tokens are not available
during finetuning. However, to quantatively evaluate the
effect of our finetuning strategy, we also finetune our model
with all audio tokens and report the results in table 11 for
ASD and table 12 for denoising. We don’t see a significant
change in performance when using all the tokens compared
to masking when finetuning, but using all tokens is 1.7 times
slower on average.

10. Model parameter initialization
To evaluate the effect of random parameter initialization on
our model, we train our model on both tasks and datasets
with 3 different random seeds. Across all runs, our standard
errors are less than 0.01 on all metrics, showing that our
model is robust to different random parameter initializations,
and the improvements in performance are significantly larger
than these small variations from randomness.

11. Dataset details
As discussed in main (Sec. 4), we use two public datasets
containing egocentric videos with binaural audio, Ego-

Com [14] and EasyCom [2], for our experiments. For
EgoCom, we follow the authors and split the data into
train/val/test comprising 30.3/2.4/5.8 hours of data. For
EasyCom, we randomly generate train/val/test splits with
4.5/0.38/0.39 hours of data, such that there is no overlap
in conversation participants between any two splits. Next,
we extract 1 second long clips from both datasets, where
the video and binaural audio are sampled at 5 frames per
second (fps) and 16 kHz, respectively. The frame resolution
is 240×352 for EgoCom, and 198×352 for EasyCom. Fur-
thermore, we choose audio channel 5 and 6 (corresponding
to the in-ear microphones) as our binaural audio channels
for EasyCom.

12. Model architecture and training details

In addition to the provided details in Sec. 3.4, 4.1 and 4.2 in
main, we provide here extra model architecture and training
details for both pretraining and finetuning on downstream
tasks, for reproducibility. We perform all training using 8
NVIDIA Tesla V100 SXM2 GPUs. We will release all code
and data.

12.1. Pretraining

We described our model architecture and pretraining details
in Sec. 3.4 in main. Here, we provide additional details
about our model’s input preparation, architecture, parameter
initialization, and training .

Input preparation. We sample the video clips at their orig-
inal resolution, normalize them using the per-color means
and standard deviations computed using ImageNet [7], and
generate a total of 330 and 286 visual tokens for EgoCom
and EasyCom, respectively, by splitting the clips into non-
overalapping tubelets containing a sequence of 5 patches,
where each patch is 16×16 in size (Sec. 3 in main). We repre-
sent the binaural audio as two-channel Kaldi-compliant [15]
spectrograms with 98 temporal windows and 128 Mel-
frequency bins, which we compute by using the binaural
audio normalized to [−1, 1], a window length of 25 ms and
a hop length of 10 ms. We normalize the spectrograms
by computing the mean and standard deviation of the Mel-
spectrograms generated from all audio clips in each dataset.
We next generate 392 audio tokens per spectrogram channel
by splitting it into non-overlapping patches of size 2× 16.

Architecture. All hidden layers in each transformer
block [3] emit features that are four times as long as the
embedding size for the block. We always use LayerNorm [1]
after every output of a transformer block unless it’s a direct
input to another transformer block.



TalkNet [17] SPELL [12]
EgoCom EasyCom EgoCom EasyCom

Model Val Test Val Test Val Test Val Test

Ours w/ finetuning all audio tokens 65.3 64.1 58.9 71.8 68.4 65.5 68.7 70.1
Ours 68.7 63.9 60.5 71.8 68.4 65.6 68.9 70.2

Table 11. ASD with our model when all tokens are used in downstream training.

0 dB 2.5 dB 5 dB
Model SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓ SI-SDRi ↑ STFT ↓

Ours w/ finetuning all audio tokens 2.18 6.47 2.50 4.49 2.58 2.52
Ours 2.20 6.51 2.72 4.22 2.46 2.70

Table 12. Denoising with our model when all audio tokens are used in downstream training. All STFT distance measures use base 10−3.

Parameter initialization. We use Xavier [6] uniform ini-
tialization for all network parameters. For the LayerNorm [1]
layers, we initialize their weights to 1 and biases to 0. We
use a truncated normal distribution with a standard deviation
of 0.02 and a sampling range of [−2, 2] to initialize the learn-
able modality and channel embedding tokens, and initialize
the mask tokens from a normal distribution with a standard
deviation of 0.02.

Training. We set the batch size to 104 and weight decay
to 10−5 during pretraining.

12.2. Active speaker detection

In Sec. 4.1 in main, we outlined our feature fusion method for
active speaker detection (ASD). Here, we provide additional
architectural details for feature fusion, and also describe our
finetuning process.

Pretrained feature fusion. Fig. 2 and 3 show our feature
fusion methods for TalkNet [17] and SPELL [12] ASD back-
bones, respectively. The single-layer transformer decoder
(Sec. 4.1 in main), which we use for fusing our pretrained
features with the backbones (Sec. 4.1 in main), generates 128
and 512 dimensional embeddings for TalkNet and SPELL,
respectively. Since SPELL doesn’t train any audio-visual
features when training its graph neural network (GNN), we
first pretrain the the transformer decoder for SPELL by using
it with the TalkNet backbone. Towards that goal, we feed
the decoder features to a single linear layer that maps the
512 dimensional features to 128 dimensional features, and
is followed by GELU [8] activations and LayerNorm [1],
before fusing the 128 dimensional features with the TalkNet
backbone. After pretraining, we append the 512 dimensional
outputs of the decoder with the outputs of the two-stream
audio-visual encoder (Sec. 4.1 in main) for training the GNN
in SPELL.

Training. For TalkNet, we train using Adam [11] for 25
epochs optimizer with an initial learning rate (LR) of 10−4

for the backbone and 10−5 for the pretrained components,
both of which we decay using a step LR scheduler by a factor
of 0.95 after every epoch. We set the batch size to 400.

For SPELL, we first train the two-stream audio-visual
encoder for feature extraction for 100 epochs using the cross
entropy loss and Adam [11] with an initial learning rate of
5× 10−4, which we decay by 0.1 after every 40 epochs. We
set the batch size to 320. For training the GNN of SPELL,
we train for 70 epochs by using a batch size of 320 again and
learning rate of 10−3, while setting all other hyperparameters
per the original paper.

12.3. Spatial audio denoising

Backbone architecture. Following [19], our U-Net back-
bone for spatial audio denoising (Sec. 4.2 in main) is an
audio-visual model comprising an audio encoder, a visual
encoder, and a decoder for predicting an estimate of the
target audio. The audio encoder takes the log magnitude
spectrogram of the mixed binaural audio as input, and uses
a stack of 5 convolutional (conv.) layers to produce a multi-
channel 2D audio feature map. Each conv. layer has a kernel
size of 4, padding of 1, and stride of 2, and is followed by
leaky ReLU [13] activations with a slope of 0.2 for negative
inputs, and batch normalization [10]. The conv. layers have
64, 128, 256, 512 and 512 output channels, respectively. The
visual encoder has a ResNet-18 [7] architecture that outputs
a multi-channel 2D visual feature map without feeding it
to the average pooling or any subsequent layers. We push
the ResNet outputs through another conv. layer to match its
height and width with the audio features. The conv layer has
a kernel size of (1, 4), a padding of (0, 0) for EgoCom [14]
and (1, 0) for EasyCom [2], and 128 output channels. Fur-
ther, we remove the last feature column from the output
of the conv. layer for all channels for EasyCom. We con-
catenate the per-frame features along the channel dimension
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Figure 2. Method to fuse our pretrained features with TalkNet [17] for ASD.
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Figure 3. Method to fuse our pretrained features with SPELL [12] for ASD.

and generate the visual features. We then concatenate the
visual features with the audio features channel-wise, and
feed the concatenated features to the audio decoder, which
predicts an estimate of the ratio mask [4, 19] for the target
audio magnitude spectrogram. The audio decoder first uses
a stack of 5 transpose convolutional (conv.) layers, which
are connected to the corresponding encoder layers through
skip connections. The transpose conv. layers have a kernel
size of 4, stride of 2, and a padding of (1, 1), except for the
last layer, which has a padding of (2, 1). The transpose conv.
layers have 1152, 1024, 512, 256 and 128 output channels,
respectively. Next, the audio decoder feeds the output of the
transpose conv. layers to a conv. layer with 2 input and out-
put channels, and a kernel size of (2, 1) to emit the predicted
ratio mask.

Input preparation. To transform the audio waveforms
into magnitude spectrograms, we first normalize them to [-1,
1] and then compute the short-time Fourier transform with a
window length of 128, hop length of 64, and 512 frequency
bins.

Pretrained feature fusion. Fig. 4 shows our feature fusion
method for spatial audio denoising. We reshape the visual
features from the outputs of our audio-visual encoder EAV

to form multi-channel 2D visual feature maps (Sec. 4.2 in
main), such that the 2D raster order of the features matches
that of the tubelets in the video clip, and feed the reshaped
features to a convolutional (conv.) layer with a kernel size
of (3, 4), stride of (2, 3), padding of (1, 2) and (2, 2) for
EgoCom [14] and EasyCom [2], respectively, and 128 input
and 784 output channels. We similary reshape the audio
features, and feed them to another conv. layer with a kernel
size of (1, 7), padding of 0, stride of (1, 6), and 128 input
and 256 output channels. Both conv. layers are followed by
leaky ReLU activations with a slope of 0.2 for the negative
values, and batch normalization. Next, we concatenate the
visual and audio features along the channel dimension, and
further concatenate them with the audio encoder outputs
channel-wise (Sec. 4.2 in main).

Training. We train using Adam [11] for 200 epochs opti-
mizer with an learning rate (LR) of 5 × 10−4. We set the
batch size to 80.
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